
 

 Westside Regional Center  
Competitive Integrated Employment (CIE) Success Stories  
 
Please send us shared stories of CIE success! We hope this will be an inspiration to others contemplating 
getting a job.  
 
Employment First  and Workforce Innovation and  Opportunity Act (WIOA), are designed to further the 
availability of services and supports for persons to achieve more independent and productive lives, 
support integration into community life and are designed to strengthen America's workforce. In WIOA 
and Employment First Policy, "competitive, integrated employment" (CIE) is an optimal outcome.  
 
CIE is full-time or part-time work at minimum wage or higher, with wages and benefits similar to those 
without disabilities performing the same work, and fully integrated with co-workers.  
 
Success Stories are individuals who have succeeded in obtaining CIE. Their stories are provided to not 

only highlight their individual accomplishments, but to also offer the specific steps taken to achieve their 

accomplishments. There are a variety of ways people achieve their CIE career goals. 

Please submit a short paragraph describing the individual (WRC client) whom you believe exemplifies a 

CIE Success Story.  Please include the individual’s first and last name, contact information 

(telephone/email), your name and why you think they should be highlighted. You may submit success 

stories for more than one person. We will highlight CIE Success Stories in the WRC Weekly Employment 

Update and on our WRC website! 

Some examples of a CIE Success Story:  

• Someone who transitioned from sub minimum wage work to competitive integrated 

employment 

• Someone who earns competitive wages and is employed by company or business 

• Someone who owns their own business  

• Someone who attended secondary education to earn a certificate or learn a trade and is 

working in that field 

• Someone who completed secondary education and is working in their chosen area 

*Please submit the success story via email to Pamela Arturi at pamelaa@westsiderc.org  

mailto:pamelaa@westsiderc.org
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=i+got+hired!&view=detailv2&&id=DF4FF1B27F22C86F98B8CEDCA70B2818D375865C&selectedIndex=27&ccid=8CF1DWpd&simid=608046415349287420&thid=OIP.Mf021750d6a5de9ec44817d14e6195babH0

